
Taking a Seat at 
The Strategy Table 

WFM REPORT



The best scenario would be that systems and processes 
were in place to make the job of WFM professionals as 
efficient as possible. Unfortunately, nothing is further from 
the truth. In reality, WFM teams spend most of their day 
addressing adherence and staffing exceptions using manual 
processes that have been around for ages. 

Workforce management professionals must perform at 
higher levels than ever before in an increasingly complex 
contact center environment. Today’s customers expect 
immediate, effortless service. While forecasting and 
scheduling works hard to predict the frontline staffing 
requirements, the buck stops with WFM when it comes to 
realigning resources to the supply and demand in real time. 

It’s a Complex World
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70%
Of Intraday is Handled  

Manually By the WFM Team 

64%
Report That Real-Time 

Adjustments to Agent Schedules 
is a Manual Process. 

Manual processes that worked when channels were limited is certainly not what a day in the life 
of WFM looks like today. Today’s centers are a complex network of digital, self-service and voice 
channels. Customers move throughout the network with an expectation that their issue will be 
resolved with the least effort possible. 

So, it’s a given that having the right skills, in the right place, at the right time directly correlates to 
success in meeting service levels and other key metrics that drive a superior customer experience. 
However, doing so manually places an almost impossible pressure on WFM to deliver. 

That Was Then and This is Now  
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What’s Changed?

For the first time, WFM professionals can use contact center automation on the 70% of tasks they 
handle manually today; dramatically changing how the WFM team can focus their time and effort. 

Whether it is adjusting schedules due to adherence exceptions, balancing staffing through 
Voluntary Time Off (VTO) or Voluntary Overtime (VOT), scheduling training, or any other myriad of 
tasks that are unpredictable, real-time automation can help. 

*ICMI



Common Contact Center Use Cases that are widely 
leveraged today across many enterprise companies:
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BREAK ASSISTANT  

AGENT SCHEDULE ADJUSTMENTS 

HANDLE TIME ASSISTANT   

How often do long calls prevent agents from starting their breaks or lunches on 
time? What if the business could stop this from happening? Using contact center 
automation, a real-time rule monitors and identifies agents scheduled to go on 
break or to lunch within the next 2-5 minutes (configurable). Then, within that 
timeframe, the rule monitors call status and prompts the agent(s) to leave early as 
opposed to getting stuck on a call. 

Agents often spend more time in After Call Work (ACW) than the business would 
like. Intentional, maybe, but either way it adds to the overall Average Handle Time 
(AHT). The ability to monitor and intervene 100 percent of the time, across 100 
percent of the agents, is a big benefit for the operation. Not only from an efficiency 
perspective, but also from the customer experience. The increase in agent 
availability means more customer interactions can be handled quicker. 

And, agents appreciate the help. Companies that have already deployed contact 
center automation use case have seen a positive response from their frontline 
workforce. Agents like the proactive outreach asking if they need help or the 
reminder that  

Even your best agents can get stuck in traffic or have a flat tire – these things 
happen. This update requires a manual adjustment to their schedule. This extra 
work for the WFM team is avoidable with automation; agents can send a mobile 
notification that they’ll be late, triggering automatic processing of these and other 
common exception adjustments. When agents incur schedule exceptions, you can 
automatically update the WFM schedule in real time and if necessary, take the extra 
step to notify supervisors. 

These are just a few examples of how modernizing the center through real-time 
automation can take manual steps out of the operation. WFM professionals can 
refocus on more strategic items that have a greater impact to business. 



Leading organizations including Rogers, British Gas, AccorHotels, 
Macy’s, UnitedHealthcare, MetLife and Citibank view automation 
as a strategic asset within their contact center infrastructure. The 
return on investment has far outweighed other investments; and 
the improvements in efficiency, engagement and experience have 
exceeded all expectations.  

Sample of Real-Time Results:   

The Proof is in the Pudding

Achieve More. Spend Less. 

FCR improvement - Sprint

of agents say the solution helps  
with their jobs - AccorHotels

Reduction in exceptions entered
(over 500,000 annually) - Rogers

90%

85%

4.5%


